Step-by-step Instructions

Map: Add your story

The map has 2 modes of access:

Browse:
You can browse the map and visualize the stories that visitors have added

Contribute:
You can contribute labels/images/narratives after logging in with your Google ID or default ID.

Mode 1: Browse

1. Neighborhoods:
You can scroll and click on a specific neighborhood in the list, or you can browse the map, interactively. The list is organized by neighborhoods, starting from the central Citadel and moving outwards.

2. Map Layers:

Background Map/Image:
You can select the background Map you would like to browse/use.
I. Open Street Maps (default)
II. High Resolution Satellite Imagery 2012
III. High Resolution Satellite Imagery 2014

Layers:
You can select the layers you would like to visualize by checking the box:
I. Neighborhoods: Visualizes neighborhoods on the base map
II. Labels / Images / Narratives: Shows contributions made so far

Mode 2: Contribute

1. Login:
Click on <Add your story> button
Enter a valid Google ID (Login name and password) or Use Default

If you don’t have one, you can make a free account at www.gmail.com
Note: Login is handled through Google Authentication for login safety of visitors.

2. Add a marker:
I. Browse to the area you would like to add a marker to
II. Click on the location to Add a Marker
   (You can then drag the marker to a more specific location)

III. Select (Label / Image / Narrative) from the dialog box
IV. Fill in the required type of data
   Label: Annotate the location by adding Text
   Image: Add an image by providing the URL of the image
   Narrative: Add narrative upto 300 characters
   Note: Marker is saved on dialog box confirmation

Disclaimer:
Information not suitable for sharing will be immediately deleted, without notification.